
Economics

Day 1: Goods

I. Content oflesson

a. Topic/Key Concept: Students will be able to explain what goods are and that
goods come from other places in the world.

Nationavstate Standard

a. D. Know about production, distribution, exchange, and consumption so students
can make informed economic decisions.

a. D.4.3 Identify local goods and serr'ices that are apart ofthe global
economy and explain their use in Wisconsin

b. A1. Use effective reading stmtegies to construct, sustain, and repair meaning of
natative and informational text

c. C2. Listen to and comprehend oral communications

Local Benchmarks

a. SOCD1.1.3 Understand that we use goods and services that come from other
piaces.

b. LITALI.J Use drinling strategies lo aid comprehension
c. LITC2.1.1 Understand information conveyed orally

Connections

a. This content is important for the students to leam because the students are
sunounded by goods in their daily lives. Students will be able to know what the
goods are in their lives and that goods come from all over the world, notjust fiom
a store. This content is important for students to leam because it will help expand
their world to show that there are many other people that help make these goods
for them.

Goals/Objeclives

At the end ofthe lesson, students will be able to:

a. Define what a good is.
b. Identify goods.
c. Explain that goods come from many different places around the world.
d. Use their ol'n thinking strategies to help comprehend questions being asked about

the story, If You Gi'e a Mouse a Cookie, and make connections with the
information in th€ story to what goods are.

e. Connect and understand information communicated orally tbrough the children's
book, If You Gite a Mouse a Cookie b! La]]ia Joffee Numeroff and the
infomation knowr about goods.



II.

Assessment Targets and Methods

a. I will infomally test the students on what goods are by asking them what a good
is after reading the story, by asking them what a good is after discussing with their
neighbors, and asking them what a good is after recalling the goods the Mouse
wants in the story, ffou Gh,e a Mouse a Coofie by Laura Joffee Numeroff.

b. I will informally test the studetrts on knowing that goods come from a variety of
places around the world by asking the studenls to locate each place on the globe
or flat map where each good came from.

c. I will formally test the students by having them write in their yellow notebooks
what a good is and where goods come ftom. They will also be asked to draw a
good on a blar:k sheet of\ hile paper.

Pedagogical Considerations

Classroom Description

a. There are 23 students in this class. There are 12 boys and I I girls. Two of these
studants are children uTith special needs. One child is nonverbal and is pulled out
for most ofthe day. The student paxticipates in our moming meeting, calendar,
milk break, gym, art, music, and our end ofthe day book share. The other student
with special needs has communication delays and is pulled out ofclass at certain
times. This student is around for most ofthe day but leaves for one on one heip in
the aftemoon. This student also has a one on one paraprofessional to help to
suppofi him in the general education classroom. Out ofthe 23 students, tbree
children receive reading services. Trvo more students receive speech and language
services. There is one student who also is in math recovery. A large majority of
these students come fiom a middle class familv who suDDorts them in their
education on a daily basis.

Student Descriptions

a. )n is a male student in this classrcom.
a. Likes/Dislikes . enjoys math and enjoys gym, music, ard art. He

likes math, g1m, music, and art because he is able to play games and be
with his friends. Math groups allow for interaction and peer support. He
does not like reading or writing. lVhen he is asked to read he will stare at
the pictures and when he is asked to write he will draw instead ofrriting.

b. Intelligences/Strengths: . has a number of strengths as a student.
When he is given matgrial at a level that he can handle, he will succeed.
He enjoys playing math games with his ftiends because the math games
consist ofmatedal that is not new for him such as, adding and subtracting
numbers. When - is asked to do somelhing he is familiar with, he
will do it to the best ofhis abilitv,

has a hard time communicating with others- Hec. Communication:
does not like to conrmunicate his feelings. When he is confused about
malerial beirg taught, he will not ask for help.



d. Beharior:

c,

d. Behavior.

is a very high energized student- He iikes to seek

b.

forces his way into peer groups. .'r'ill act out to gain the attention of
his peers.

g. Concerns: My concemfot is being able to gain his respect. If
Devon does not have my respect, he will not behavior appropriately and
that will delay his leaming.

' is a male student in this classroom.
Likes/Dislikes: . rikes to work with his classmates. He likes all
subjects, especially math. His favorite time ofthe week is when it is gym
time. He looks playing football and incorporates it into his daily life. He
dislikes writing after reading a story. Depending on the day, can
struggle with reading as well; however, he does not like to \arite about
what he has read.
Intelligences/Strengths: is inteliigent in math and reading. He is an
average student in other subjects and dght where he is supposed to be
academically.
Communication: . communicates very well wilh his peers. Whenever
he is having a hard time throughout the day, he will communicate that to
adults and his ftiends. lfhe is having a difficult time learning a new
concept, he will gladly ask his neighbor or an adult in the classroom.

attention from his classmates and the adults in the room. Some ofthese
behavior characteristics are rundomly shouting comments, falling offhis
chair, lying on the ground, distracting others, and talking when others have
the floor. He often does not like to listen, especially to new adults in his
life. He has a great deal ofrespect for Mrs. Martin, but when he does not
have her specific attention, he seems to act out and looks for her altention.
Academic Performance: , is very low in all subjects, especially in
math and reading. The staff at 'Iraeger has taken note ofthese weaknesses
and is thinking aboul holding back next year.
Social Skills: I has a hard time with social skills. He does not
interacl naturally with his peers. He pushes his way into relationships and

behavior is pretty typical for a first grade boy.

b.

Independently he is a very quiet student. lfhe were to sit by his friends on
the carpet or while working, he would quickly get offtask and find oth€r
things to do with his fiiends. He clearly knows the rules and expectations
for the classroom and he abides by them almost always.

e. Acarlemic Performance: Io comparc alt of r academic
performances, he is pretty high in math and reading. For the other
subjects, he fits in very well with the rest ofthe stud€nts.

f. Social Skills: is able to work very well with his peers. He works
better with peers that are not his closest friends. He is able to communicate
his thoughts as well as listen to othem speak. He is very .espectfirl of
others and is willing to help his peers out whenever they need it.

g. Concerns: A concemfor' is to frnd a happy medium forhim to
leam. Throughout the week I will have to monitor his success and give
him feedback on each part ofthe process so that I can adjust the



instuction for him. Understanding what is too easy for him and what is
too hard for him will bs important for me to do.

is a female student in the classroom.
a. Likes/Dislikes: '. likes all subjects. Her favodte subject is math

because she feels that it is fim. She likes the interaction with h€r peem and
she likes the opportunity to share what she knows during repetitive math
games. J also enjoys reading and writing. She often challenges
herselfwith higher reading books. ,least favo te subject is social
snloles.

b. Intelligences/Strcngths: '. is intelligent in every subject. She is able
to grasp new concepts and then connect them with prior knowledge. She is
also able to make connections fiom what she is leamins to her life.

c. Communication. communicates very well. She will communicate
what she is feeling almost always. If she is having a difficult time
leaming, she will ask for help.

d. Behniot: ) is a well-behaved student. She knows and understands
her classroom and school des. She interacts well with othem and shares
respectful behavior.

e. Academic Performance: rs a hieh academic student. She succeed.
in every subject because ofher ability to leam new information. She
enjoys applying the informalion she leamed with her daily life.
Social Skills: works well with her peers. She is able to inte$ate
well with her classmates and has positive social interactions. She is
respectfii to her ftiends and has good peer relationships.
Concenec: My only concem for I is being able to challenge her so
she is able to leam the content being taught at her high level.

a male student in the classroom.
a. Likfs/Dislikes: I likes to work with others. esoeciallv with his one

on one paraprofessional. He enjoys working one on one and with othem
because he has a hard time staying on task. When he works with others,
they are able to provide him with some stimulation that he desires. Some
stimulation that he likes is to chin people for pressue on his face or to
have prcssure put on his body. He likes to work in an open area so he is
able lo gel up and run around for stimulation as uell. W1len t does
not want to do something, he breaks doun. When he is in breakdown
mode, he enjoys swinging orplaying with his tactile toys.
Intelligences/Strcngths: njoys reading. Reading is one ofhis
strengths and he is able to participate in reading groups with some ofpeers
who are at his level.
Comm ication: in a non-verbal student. He has a very difficult
time coinmunicating willingly. He usually needs a question or a prompt is
needed in order to talk. Sometimes when he wants something or wants to
tell you something he will just state it in one word. He is unable to
descdbe it or so into furthef details.

d.

b.

d. Behavior: . depends on stimulation. For stimulation he often
"chins - oLher people by purting his chin on your body and pushirg down



for pressure. Another way he can have stimulation is by "squishes".
Holding 1 rnd applying pressure to his body is something that he
enjoys as well. When he becomes faustrated, he walks around the
classroom and goes to an open area where he jumps around and flaps his
arms. He often cries out or buNts out a scleam. Some times when he is
extremely frustrated he will throw things like his shoe or pencil.

e. Academic Petformance: is almost firlly included into the general
education classroom. He participates in all the lessons and his work is
rnodified tb his needs so he is successful in the lessons. He is able to fi:lly
participate in his rcading group and he really enjoys it.

f. Social Sklls: - does not communicate with his peers. When he
communicates it often is an "echolalia" form ofcommunicating. An
example is when Mrs. Martin asks' to say, "good moming", he
will reply with, "I say good moming".

g. Concetns: The only concem I have for is b€ing able to meet his
needs so he is able to participate in my lessons and how I am able to
understand his leaming.

Prior Knowledge

a. Prior to this lesson, students will need to be familiar with whal a good is in order
to engage in the lesson. Ifstudents are not familiar with what a good is, I will
refer back to the pre-assessment that the students have taken last week. Studenls
should also be familiar with the world map. lf students know morc about the
world map, the more likely they will be able to understand that goods came from
a variety ofplaces throughout the world. Ifstudents are unfarniliar with the world
map, I will make sure to give an intoduction to the globe first and then the fla1
world map. It is important for the studenls to know about the maps so they are
able to get rid oftheir misconceptions of goods being made in the stotes 'vr'here

they are sold liom.

Classroom Management

a. Throughout this lesson, the students and I will aiways focus on our leaming
objectives and the roles and responsibilities that each leamer has to contribute to a
positive learning environment. Throughout the lesson, I will be a compassionale
and assertive teacher and teach with composure to allow for the students to put
themselves in control oftheir orvn leaming. While the students are leaming, I will
serr'e as an encourager to help them learn the new material. If a studenl makes a
mistake in the classroom, I will view it as an opportunity for them to rcflect on
their mistake and leam ftom it. I will model the dght behavior and then reinforce
it with individuals and as a group throughout the lesson. lfthe child does not lean
from modeling and reinforcement, the student will be asked to take time to rcflect
and fill in a respect report during our time together at recess. The student will
record what occuned and a better choice that he/she could do next time they are
in that situation- The student will then sign the respect report and we will discuss



III.

appropriate choices with their families. The famiiies will review the respect rcport
and then rctum it to school the next day. The students understand thei! classroom
and school rules and will be held accountable for demonstrating them while being
in the leaming environment.

Technology Components/Considerations

a. For this lesson, I will use the Smart Board, ELMO, and the miclepLlone.
b. I will use the Smart Board to show th6lddds-i6a-rthe Mouse wanted in the story,

If You Give a Mouse a Cbohe and I will also use the Smar8oard to draw on the
blank world map. I will use the SmartBoard to also display what is expected for
them to do at the end ofthe lesson. Ifthe SmartBoard does not work, I will make
sure to have a Mrs. Martin's big canvas ofpaper available to me, so I would be
able to wfite the goods that the Mouse wanted thoughout the story, If you Give a
Mouse a Cookie errdwrite whal is expected ofthem to do once the lesson is over.
I also will decide not to use the SmartBoard to draw on the blank worid map and I
will choose to use the ELMO to project the world map so the students can see me
dmw on the map that way.

c. I will use the ELMO to show the studentsthe slory [fYou Give a Mouse a Cookie
and to show the blank \torld map. lfthe ELMO does not work, I will $eate a
"reading huddle" on the carpet so students are able to hear, see, and intenct with
the story,If You Give a Mouse a Cookie.l also will make sure to have enough
blank maps for everyone, so they are able to locate their locations and visualize
where their goods came fromanound the world.

d. For this lesson, I also will use the microphone necklace to help amplify my voice
tbroughout the lesson so all students can hear me teaching. lfthe miqophone
system does not work, I will make sure to put the students close to me so they are
able to hear and understand the lesson being taught.

Lesson Description

Materials Preparation

a. Prior to this lesson, I will have to create a pre-assessment to understand where the
student's prior knowledge is with economrcs.
Before this lesson, I will need to have some experience working with the ELMO
and Smart Boad so that I am able to use each ofthem effectively to better teach
the students. I will need to prinl off23 flat, worid maps in case the ELMO and
SmartBoard decided not to work.
I also will need to find a world globe and bring it to class so the studenls can
identiry where the places are that some goods ate made on a different t)?e of
map- I also will need to bring in mini Post-It noies so the students ate able to label
where the location oftheir good was made on the globe.
Before this lesson, I will need to create 5 different Smart Board pages.

i. 1 .) What are the goods that the Mouse wadted in the story? On this page I
will have pictures ofwhat the goods that the Mouse wanted and pictures

rv.

b.

c.

d.



ofgoods that the Mouse did not want.
2.) The groups the students will be placed in.
3.) Blank world map
4.) Review questions ftom the lesson
5.) The expectalions the students will have to do once the lesson is over.

If You Give a Mouse a Coolie by Laura Joft'ee Numeroff will be used in dris
lesson as well. /You Give a Mouse a Coohe, is a story about a boy and a mouse.
The boy gives the rnouse a cookie and when the mouse gets it, he asks for milk.
When the mouse gets his milk, he then asks for a straw. The mouse goes on and
on wanting more and more goods based offthe good he was given. The mouse
goes into a complete circle until he wants another glass of milk and because he
wants a glass of milk, he will want another cookie.

i. l will need to bdng this story with me and be familiar with the words in
the story as well as the goods that the Mouse wants.

Prior to this lesson, I also will need to gather a vadety of goods that are relatable
to my first gade students. These will include: a soccer ball, a football, a Barbie,
grapes, cuties, chocolate chip gmnola bars, peanut butter, Nike clothing for boys,
and Wal-MaxtTarget clothing for girls. I will also need to qeate labels so the
students are able to see where these goods were made. I will need to be familiar
with where these items come ftom so I am able to teach the places to the sludents.
To assess th€ students, the students will also need blank white sheets ofpaper to
be able to &aw and color a good they choose. These goods will be glued on the
big poster board created for the class "Goods and Services poster". I will need to
set a blank Doster board so the students are able to crcate this visual to rcference

g.

b. Mrs. T is raraprofessional- Her role will be to assist I in the

throughout the unit.
h. Prior to this lesson I will need to create tlvo different assessments for l

student with severe disabilities, and I , a low academic student. I will need to
create a different assessment lor each student, because the assessment thal I have
made for the other students, would be too difficult for these two students. IfI had
every student do the same assessment as these two sfudents, the other students
would not be challenged enough. These different assessments will challenge the
two students just enough to help me make sure that I know they arc learning the
material.

Division of Responsibilities

a. Mrs. Martin, MIs. T, and Miss Galovich will be present while this lesson is taking
place. Mrs. Martin is the classroom teacher alrd her role will be to obsewe my
teaching. She will observe my teaching so she can better help me become more
effective for mv future classroom.

mainsteam classroom. I will ask for ber to provide sensory for I when
needed. I also will ask ofher to support in his learning. This might
include rephrasing what I said, writing phases on the whiteboard for , and
asking guided questions to help him come to an answer. She will also be able to
sharc feedback with so that he realizes his success.



c. Misqcalovich will be in the room as well. Her role will be to play a classroom
madager. I will ask for her to help me crcate a leaming environment for the
students. If a student were to make an inappropriate choice, I will either address
the issue or I will expect her too. If I address the issue, I will ask her to keep the
other studenls on task with their leamins.

Introduction

a. To begin this lesson, I will have the students come and sit on the carpet. I will
have the students open up their ears to get ready for oul goal. I will tell the
students that today's goal is to understand what a good is and where goods come
from.

a. By having the students open up theil ears for the goal, the students arc
able to know and understand exactly what they will be learning today. It
will prepare students to gel ready for new information and allow them to
think about goods ard where they come fom.

- will benefit from this because it sets a basis for
their thinking.

b. I will flrst ask the students what a good is and if they can give me any examples
of goods. I will call on some students to hear their arswers. Regardless ifthe
answen are conect or incorect, I will respond by saying 'lhat's good thinking!"

a. By asking the students to brainstorm what a good is and some examples of
goods, I am setting their brains up to learn about goods.

b. This will be good for I

b.

- because it gives them ideas on
how to start thinldng aboul goods.

Core Instructiotr

c. I will introduce the story,If You Giw a Mouse a Cookie by Laura Joffee
Numeroff. I will tell them that there are so many goods in the story that the
Mouse wants. I will have them listen for the goods that the Mouse warts
thoughout the story ard then see ifthey can figure out a definition for "goods"

a. Using literature in the lesson will help each student be able to want to
lean the material. It will teach the students that they can leam from me as
their teacher, but they also can learrr tbrough literature.

b. By asking the students to listen for goods that the Mouse uTants throughout
the story, I am giving the students a purpose for listening to me read.

will beneht from this because they are able to know
exactly what to listen for instead ofbeing asked to remember the whole
story.

c. By stating that I want them to come up with a definition for "goods", the
students will be able to make the connection between whatever the Mouse
wants in the story, must be a good. will benefit ftom this
because it will give them an example to help them define what a good is.

d. After reading th€ story, I will have the students turn and talk to their neighbor and
exolain whal a sood is.



c.

h.

a. By having the students tum and talk to their neighbor, I am allowing them
to either teach or be taught about goods vr'ith their peers. I also am
allowing the students to share whal they were able to understand from the
information communicated o6lly to them in the story.

b. By the students having a converuation about goods, I am setting them up
for successful participation in the large group discussion.

c. This will be a good '1e-teaching" tim€ for . lt can also
serve as an oppotulity to repeat what has been discussed.

I will b.ing the students back together by stating and showing with my fingers,
"We will stop sharing in 3, 2, 1, and 1 is going down, down, down." I will slart
this tansition with a loud voice. As I keep stating the pbrase, my voice will be
softer and softer, eventually getting to absolutely silent.

a. By doing this transition, I arn allowing all students to have 3 seconds to
wrap up their thoughts and know that they all should be at zero voices
when I state the last "down" in the phrase.

Once I have everyone's attention, I will ask the students, "Whal is a good? Tell
me the definition of a good." While I ain stating this, I will be raising my hand to
show the students that I am not looking lbr them to blurt out answers. I am
looking for hands raised so everyone can hear who is talking.

a- By asking the studenls to share thefu answers, I am will check lo see il
they were able to comprehend the information conmunicaled to them
orally in the story.

I will call on a few students. I am looking for students to know that "A good is
something they can use or consumS. Ifthey have a hard time coming up with a
dehnition, I will immediately go into asking them the examples ofgoods thal the
Mouse wanted to help guide their thinking. lfthe students are able to give me that
dehnitio4 then I will still ask them to give me examples ofgoods that the Mouse
wanted in order to reinforce their learning.

a. Having a group discussion on what a good is will help students like
and , who stuggle with new concepts, or who could
struggle rvith coming up with a definition for a good, be able to think
about what their peers believe and perhaps create tieir own thinking.

I will bring up the SmaftBoard page of"Whatarejbqgoods that the.Mouse
wanted in lbqstory?" On this SmatBoard page there will be many pictures of
g,i6di-i[i thJvou"" did want and did noiwant, along with some seruice pictures
as well. I will ask students one by one to come up to the board and drag the goods
that the Mouse did \rant over the line. I will make sure to call on to
participate in this activity so I can keep him engaged in the lesson.

a. By asking the students to come up and drag the pictures of goods that the
Mouse wanted in the story, the students will be able to visually see the
goods and gather more ideas and what a good is. This also shows me that
they are able to comprehend the question asked and making a conneclion
with the book and what a good is.

b. By showing the students pictures ofgoods, they will be able to keep those
pictures ofthe goods in their head so they are able to put a picture to the
new material being leamed.



c. This will especially help because when he does not understand new
material, he likes drawing pictures-

Once all the goods that the Mouse wanted are over the line, I will ask students
again, "What is a good?" Ifthey are able to say that a good is something we use
or consume, I will move on with the lesson. Ifthey are not able to say that, then I
wiil question the goods thal Mouse warted and ask the students if \te can use ol
consume them. I will have to give the definition ofconsume so the students know
what+e#*sn3€+seens. I will state that to consume something means to eat it. "l
will state, "Ifwe can use and consume these items, what arc tley then?" I \till
look for cludents to say "a good". I will urite thsjqtiniljon ofa good on the
SmarBoara+ooe lnrl"" the ̂ ^"ds that Lhe Mouiiiantddln Se si6ryl

a. By having the students drag the pictues goods that the Mouse wanted in
the story, I am trying to create or reinforce their thinking ofwhat a good
1S,

b. By guiding the students thinking with clarifuing questions, I will be
guiding them to their ou'n leaming. Ifthe students are able to create their
oun leaming, they are more likely to understand the material more in
depth. They also are more likely to remember it.

c. This will help for because I does not always listen to peers.
He gives his peers the respect oflistening, but I has a hard time with
actually taking the ideas from his peers and processing it. By the time he
thinks about the ideas, he usually has forgotten what he was thinking
about. By putting these ideas on the board, he will be able to look at them,
read the ideas, and then think about each one at his o\{n pace. Also by
showing what a good is and what a good is not with pictures, he will be
able to recognize the difference.

j. I will ask the students what atlsone€oodslhatlbeJlbluejdheillives. while
asking this question, I will have my hand in the air to mak€ swe they know I want
them to mise their hand and not blut out answers.

a. By asking the students what goods they have in their lives, I am creating a
personal connection to themselves and the content being leamed in the
classroom. By creating this pe$onal connection, it will help the students
remember what a good is.

b. This will be good for , because she will able to come up with a good
dght away so her other classmates will be able to gather ideas Aom her
idea. This will be good for, because it will give
them a good thal they can relate to and remember.

k. Once I hear a couple of les from some students, I \i.ill bring out the
latable to thp-m. I will bring a soccer ball, a football,

for boys, and Wal-Mart/Target clothing for girls.
a. By bdnging in the items that are relatabie to them, I am creating a visual

for them so they are able to enhance those personal connections.
1. I will bring up the SmartBoard page of the 9 color coordinated, mixed ability.

groups that the students will be placed in. These groups are made based on the
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item that they will be having. I wili ask them to get in thcirglllpE and where each
group will go and to get the item that was chosen fol them.

a. By creating color coordinated groups for the students and telling them
where to go, they a.te able to know exactly what group they are in, get to
work right away and not 'taste any time creating their own groups or
figudng out where to work. This also helps keep behavior problems to a
minimum. Leaming will have more potential as well because ofthe mixed
ability groups that I re-a.rfanged. If students were asked to oeate groups
themselves, they would choose their friends rather than their peers who
will challenge them or peers who they ar€ able to challenge.

b. By putting students in mixed ability groups, it allows for '

to be engaged by working with their peers. These two students will be able
to benefit from this by developing ideas based on what their group
members say and then be able to participate in the large group discussion.
This will also work great for I because she willbe able to help serve
as a "teacher role". She will be able to help bring up those key points
about goods.

c, By basing the groups offofthe item that they will be having, I am once
again enhancing the level ofpersonal connections and creating
engagement in their leaming. Putting thee boys with a Barbie doll will
not allow them to be motivated to leam an]'thing.

m. I will ask each group to think about where_jug!_9994!S4s!-t9m. I r.\,ill make sule
to keep this question broad to allow the students to brainstom ideas.

a. By posing this question, I ain setting their brains up to inquiry and to think
about where goods come from. By posing this question in their small
groups, I am allowing each student to gather ideas and ieam from their
peefs.

b. This will benefit because it will help them come up
with ideas to share in the large group discussion so they feel included in
the whole class leaming.

I wili get th€ large group back together by stating, "You will stop sharing in 3, 2,
1, and I is going down, down, down." I will start this transition with a loud voice.
As I keep stating the phrase, my voice will be softer and softer, eventually getting
to absolut€ly silent.

a. By doing this transition, I am allowing students to have 3 seconds to wrap
up their fioughts and know that they should be a1 zero voices when I state
the last "down" in the phrase.

I will ask the students to pass the microphone around the carpet to each group ando.
state where they think their good comes from. I am assuming that each group will
answer with "a-Ftore"

a. By having the studenls share their ideas with the microphone, it allows
them to feel that I and the class want to hear their answers. All the groups
will also be able to leam from the group speaking by listening to what they
have to say. This can help spark some new ideas.

b. 'fhis viill help ' by engaging them in the
discussion. Thel r\ i l l  be more l i lel l lo pay attention lo their classmale.
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p.

q.

. for flve minutes rather than listen to me talk. Also, all three students love
using the microphone.

Once everyone has shared their ideas, I will ask each small group to think about
where they think their good is made. I will give the students 10 seconds to talk
with their small groups and then they should be ready to share with the class.

a. By allowing each group 10 seconds to answer the question, I am allowing
the students to be on the same page as their grcup.

I will get the large goup back together by stating, "You will stop sharing in 3, 2,
l, and 1 is going down, down, down." I will start this transition with a loud voice.
As I keep stating the phase, my voice will be softer and softer, eventually getting
to absolutely silent.

a. By doing this hansition,I am allowing students to have 3 seconds to wrap
up their thoughts and know that they should be at zerc voices when I state
the last "down" in the phrase.

I will ask each group what their answer is by passing around the microphone
again. After a group has answered, I will give them a label ofwhere their good is
actually made. They will stick this on their good.

a. By giving the students a label of where their good is from, they will be
able to visually see it and then remember it for the next paxt of the lesson.

Once each group has their good labeled, I will bring up the blank world map on
the SmartBoard. I will ask the students lvh4l&ilpictwe is (referring to the blank
world map). I will ask a srudent lo cotn" up-id-p-o ii6l;fiere we live on Lhis
blank world map. I will then bring the globe into e discussion by asking the
students what it is (refering 10 the globe). I will ask a student to point to where
we live on the globe.

a, By having the students state what the map and the globes are, they will be
able to use these items effectively as a tool to enhance their understanding
ofthe concept.

b, By having the students point out where we live on each map helps them be
able to put into perspective laler on in the lesson how far away these goods
will have to travel in order to get into the stores for them to purchase and
how far away goods are made.

I then will ask each group, one by one, whe&.]L&J..lu1!!&de&qfugeir
iteo is ma4e, is. Ifthey do not know, I will show them. They will put a dot on the
blank map and write their item next to it

a. By having the students come up and plot their location of where their good
was made, they are able to visually see that their good is notjust made in a
store. It is made in a different, state, county, or maybe continent. They
can see how far away it is from Oshkosh, Wisconsin which will help put
where it is made into perspective. This will be great for

This will be a good time too for to help teach to others
where different places are arorurd the world.

Once the group has labeled it on the flat map, I will hand them a Post-It note
labeled with the good and place where it is from. I will ask them to point out and
put their mini Post-It note wherc on the globe that location is. Ifthey are unable to
do this. I will euide them.

I .
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a. Using the globe with Post-It notes, is another way to reinforce to students
and show studenls that goods come from all over the world.

Closure

v. Once each group has gone, I will pose the question ol "\\&qa-do€oodsqomc
from?" I will ask this question with my hand in the air so the students know that I

6Et looking for them 10 blut ou1 answers. I will look for the answcr ol "goods
come ftom all over the world." When we have ardved to that answer, I will put jt

on the SmartBoard for them to see.
a. Posing this question to the students will reinforce their leaming of goods

are not made in the store; they are made all over the world. This also is a
review for all students, especially I
main idea ofthe activity \re did.

io help gather the

w. I will then bring up the SmartBoard page that states: What is a good? List three
examples of a good. Where do goods come from? I will ask the students to tum to
their groups and answer these three questions.

a. Allowing the students to discuss the three questions as a small group will
help the students be able and ready to answer each question successfully.
These thdee questions are the goals that were made for today and making
sure each student knows these is important.

b. This will berefit

x,

v.

to help re-leam the goals ofthe day.
I wilJ get the large group back together by stating, "You will stop sharing in 3, 2,
1, and 1 is going down, down, down." I will start this transilion with a loud voice.
As I keep stating the phrase, my voice will be softer and softer, eventually getting
to absolutely silent.

a. By doing this transition, I am allowing students to have 3 seconds to wlap
up their thoughts and know that they should be at zero voices when I slate
the last "down" in the phrase.

As a large group, we will answer the three questions and write the answers on the
SmartBoard page. Once we have answered the questions, I will bring up the
SmartBoard page that 1ells the students that they need to now do thrce things: 1.)
Put their items away. 2.) Grab a blank while sheet ofpaper 2.) Get out their
yellow notebooks and write in their yellow notebooks, whal a good is and where
goods come from 3.) Draw a good on the white piece ofpaper. I will tell the
students that the good will be
displayed tlgg the week. I will ask the students ifthey have any questions.

I will answer them. If thev do not. I will send them back to their seats
to get started.

a. By writing the answers on the SmadBoard page, I am allowing the
students to visually see the answels. When I w te, the students
automatically r€ad vr'hat I am wdting, so it seFes as another rcpetition for
them will bencfit from this repetilion.

b. By creating a SmartBoard page that lists what they are expected to do, I
am allowing them to be self-sufTicient. With the ciear expectations listed
on the SmartBoard they will not be confused ofwhat they should do and

Jecause it senTes as another repetition
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not have to ask any questions. will benefit from this because he
does not like to ask for help. Instead ofasking for help, he will be able to
look up at the SmartBoard and see what he needs to do.

z. To transition the students to their desks, I will ask them the routine questions of,
"When should you get started? How long should you work for? What level should
our voices be?"

a. The students know these three phrases and vr'ill respond to them by stating:
"Right away, the whole time, zero voices". By asking these questions, the
stude[ts know what is expected of them to do and how they should bc
working. I am allowing them to take control oftheir own leaming. lfthey
are able to state the rules then they axe able to know the rules and therefore
will have a greater chance ofbeing able to demonstrate their
understanding by following them.

aa. For the students who finish early, I will tell them that they can color their good
that they drew.

a. Some students work faster than others. For those students, giving them
something to do when they are hnished before everyone will allow them
to stay busy and not bother any oftheir peers. This will help minimize any
behavior problems.

bb. Differentiated assessment will be used for The assessments
for each student will be different from each other's and the whoie class because
they both are at different levels. Each student will have their assessment witten
out on sheets ofpaper.

a. By assessing them this way, the students will be able to show whal they
have learned rather than become frustated with wdting their thoughts
down, worrying about spelling and getting every single question conect.

b. By putting their assessments on a sheet ofpaper, it will allow the student's
more time to take the assessment. Too many times in the past, the students
look up at the board to see the question and then by the time they think of
the answer, they forgot the question. By having the question in fiont of
them, they will be able to answer it more efficiently and successfully.

. Edward's assessment:

What is a good?

will be asked to pick out a good from three different pictues ard paste it on to his paper,
in the space provided, undemeath the question.

Where do goods come from?

will be asked to pick out where goods come from, from tbree different pictures and paste
it on to his paper, in the space provided, undemeath the question. Mrs. T, his one on one
paraprofessional, will have to give a caption for each picture. An example would be ifthe picture
is the Wal-Mart logo, Mrs. T will say, "Do goods come ftom Wal-Mart? Yes or no?"

Draw a good
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;. -\ , will not be asked to draw a good. For this pan ofthe assessment, I will use ,
' answer for question #1 to put on the class poster board.

. assessment:

What is a gooal?

I will be verbally asked for the assessment what a good is by a teacher. The teacher will

take his answer and write it on his whiteboard. , will be asked to then wfite it down on his

sheet ofpaper.

Where do goods cone from?

. 
witl be verbally asked for the assessment where goods come ftom. The teacher will take

his an$rer ard udte it on his whiteboard. I , will be asked to then 1alite it down on his sheet

ofpaper.

Draw a good

, will be asked to give an example ofa good and then asked to draw it on the whit€ sheet of

paper.
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